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Abstract

We report on the �rst full scale implementation of a VME based Data Acquisition

system at SLAC. This system was designed for use in the End Station A (ESA) �xed target

program. It was designed to handle interrupts at rates up to 120 Hz and event sizes up

to 10,000 bytes per interrupt. This report summarizes the development, implementation,

and performance of the VME based Data Acquisition system.
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1 Introduction

With the approval for 50 GeV upgrade to the

A-line for precision nucleon polarized struc-

ture function measurements it became neces-

sary to also upgrade the data acquisition sys-

tem used in End Station A (ESA). The ap-

proved experiments to measure these struc-

ture functions, E154 [1] and E155 [2], would

use \sled-ed" electron beams and the elec-

tronics would be implemented to be trigger-

less. This would allow the electronics to cap-

ture as complete a snapshot as practical of the

event generated by each beam spill passing
through the target. This approach would lead
to large data rates and consequently to large
collected data volumes.

The data acquisition system used in ESA
prior to E154 was based on a DEC computer
with a \Qbus" interface running the VAXeln
real time operating system. The Qbus con-
tained Jorway interfaces to the CAMAC A2

crate controllers in up to three data branches
(beam/moller and two spectrometers). Addi-
tionally, an Ethernet interface was also loc-
ated in the Qbus for sending data out for log-
ging. Since the data was read into the pro-

cessor memory via the Qbus and was also sent
for logging via Qbus-Ethernet interface some
Qbus cycles would be lost to bus arbitration.
Typical CAMAC data transfer speed of 2:5�s

per 16 bit word, was observed for the Jorway-

411 interfaces used. This is equivalent to
800bytes=ms data transfer rate. Running

with 120Hz beam spill rate, one has 8:3ms
between spills to read out data from CAMAC

and send it o� for logging. Since the trans-
fer rates for reading data from CAMAC and

sending data via Ethernet are approximately
the same one would expect to transfer approx-

imately 3:3KB of data in 8:3ms which corres-

ponds to approximately 400KB=s data trans-
fer rate. Bus arbitration would tend to reduce

this rate. In fact we observed data transfer

rates while taking data for the E142 and E143

experiments of the order of 300KB=s. The

limited data transfer rates in this Qbus im-

plementation was due in part to the CAMAC

speed and to the single bus (single data path)

architecture. This rate, while su�cient for

E142/E143 experiments, would clearly not be

adequate for the E154/E155 experiments.

In 1994 we proposed a data acquisition

system [3] that would be distributed over a

number of VME crates, sharing data between

these crates with the use of a reective

memory network. The detector data would
be digitized in part in CAMAC and in part

in VME. The readout of the CAMAC data
would be done via the VSB bus (VME Sub-
system Bus extension) which should not in-
terfere with other VME activities. The inter-
VME communication, synchronization, and

data sharing would be implemented via the
reective memory network. Communication
with the non VME components of the data
acquisition system would be implemented via
network (both Ethernet and FDDI). The de-

cision to use CAMAC for most of the data
read out for E154 and E155 was mainly a mat-
ter of economics; we had a large investment
in both ADC and TDC systems from past
experiments which could be reused for these

two experiments. The estimated data rates
for E154 and E155, and the fact that the data

would be brought into the processor memory

via a dedicated VSB bus made it possible to
use CAMAC. For some future experiments,

where even higher data transfer rates might
be expected, the use of the CAMAC subsys-

tem would have to be limited to some non-
critical functions and the bulk of the data di-

gitization and readout would have to be done
either in VME directly or some other \fast"

data bus.

This report describes the data acquisition
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system we designed and implemented for the

recently completed E154 experiment. Some

discussion of the reasoning behind the choices

of individual components is given. All sub-

systems of the full data acquisition system

are described in this note. The perform-

ance and planned improvement of this sys-

tem are also discussed along with recently

developed extensions to this data acquisition

system to support test-beam experiments and

bench test setups.

2 ESA Data Acquisition

System Architecture

The ESA VME based data acquisition sys-
tem (DAQ) is distributed over a number of
computers. A block diagram of the DAQ, as
it was used for E154, is shown in Figure 1.

The VME components are but one subsystem
in the ESA DAQ. Experiment control func-
tions and experiment monitoring are done by
a number of processes executing on a VAX
VMS computer. Data logging to the SCS Silo

system is done via the SLAC Staging system
controlled by a remote data server job. This
job executes on an IBM RISC6000 worksta-
tion and gets data from the VME subsystem
via a FDDI network. Any number of online

analysis jobs can be launched, on a variety of
computing platforms, to analyze event data

which is obtained from the local data server

via a network connection.

2.1 VME Real-Time Subsystem

The VME bus was chosen for the ESA data

acquisition (DAQ) since it provides high
speed and exibility. New, relatively in-

expensive VME processor boards are con-

tinually being developed. Current processor
boards have embedded controller options for

secondary busses (SCSI, Ethernet, etc) al-

lowing data to be logged without impacting

data transfers on the VME bus. Multiple

processor boards can be placed in the VME

crate, allowing implementation of intelligent

data acquisition with data compression and

\pre-analysis" to reduce the volume of data

written to tape. Relatively inexpensive inter-

faces to other buses (CAMAC, Qbus, Fast-

Bus, MicroChannel, SBus, etc) and networks

(notably FDDI) are also available for VME

allowing a VME based DAQ to be easily con-

nected to other systems for remote data log-

ging and high statistics online data analysis.
We have studied the details of such a sys-
tem with substantial input from other VME
users at SLAC, FermiLab, CERN, and vendor
technical representatives, and have designed a

system with an expected capacity su�cient to
handle data rates from detector to tapes in ex-
cess of 1MByte=s. In the event that greater
performance is demanded by future experi-
ments, this DAQ can be easily enhanced to

accommodate those experiments.
It should also be noted that for the E142/3

experiments, the software code was developed
in a modular way. This allowed machine in-
dependent modules to be directly ported to
other systems. Large parts of the DAQ soft-
ware from E142/3 written for the VAXeln op-

erating system were easily modi�ed to run on

the new VME based DAQ system.

2.1.1 Description

A block diagram of the VME based DAQ sys-
tem is shown in Figure 1. The front end of

the DAQ is implemented in three VME crates.
The real-time (RT) components of the DAQ

system are housed in two VME crates|one,

the local VME crate, is located in the ESA
Counting House, and the other, the remote

VME crate, is located in the south detector
hut in ESA. The third VME crate contains
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Unix processors and interfaces to the data

storage systems and is located in the ESA

Counting House. This third crate will be

referred to as the Unix VME crate. These

three VME crates are linked via a reective

memory subsystem (Rmem in Fig. 1. The

VME components are shown in detail in Fig-

ure 2.

The VAX 4000.200 shown in Figure 1 con-

tains a Qbus-CAMAC interface and is used to

monitor and control the overall experiment.

The VAX 4000.200 and its Qbus-CAMAC in-

terface is located in the ESA Counting House.

This part of the DAQ system controls the

target position, High-Voltage, run type (ped-
estal, Moller, normal, etc), and monitors
detector parameters such as NIM and CA-
MAC power supply voltages and Cherenkov
gas pressures. The VAX 4000.200 is loosely
coupled to the real-time part of the DAQ sys-

tem via Ethernet. DAQ control commands
(start, stop, run type, non-event data, data
logging commands) are issued from the VAX
4000.200 and sent to the real-time compon-
ents using the TCP/IP networking protocol.

2.1.2 Hardware

The RT local VME crate contains a CAMAC
interface (BiRa 1711) to the beam data CA-
MAC branch. The remote VME crate con-
tains two CAMAC interfaces (BiRa 1711) to
each detector CAMAC branch and a Flash

ADC system (four Struck DL515 modules)

used to digitize signals from the Cherenkov
phototubes. These crates and the Unix VME

crate are connected via a reective memory
network, allowing data to be shared between

all three crates. Each of the RT crates con-

tains a real-time processor which controls the
raw data readout and writing of this data

to the reective memory network. The Unix
VME crate contains two UNIX processor

boards. The �rst UNIX processor board

is used to develop the real-time application

software using the Motorola VMEexec soft-

ware development environment based on the

pSOS+ kernel. This UNIX processor board

is also used for down loading the real-time

application and provides the debugging and

monitoring environment for the real-time pro-

cessors. The second Unix processor is used

to run a \Data Server" job, dubbed the local

data server. It's main task is to log data by

either shipping the data to the SCS Silo, or

when the Silo system is not available, write

the data to a local 8mm tape subsystem. It

also serves a fraction of the data via network
to analysis jobs running on a variety of work-
stations. The local data server is described
below in more detail.

Each RT VME crate contains a Motorola
MVME166 processor board which runs the
real-time application software. The Unix

VME crate contains two MVME197 pro-
cessors. It also contains one Motorola
MVME385 FDDI interface which is used for
remote logging of data to the SCS Silo sys-
tem. All three VME crates are connected

via reective memory modules. We chose the
VMIC VMIVME5550 modules to implement
the reective memory network. The local RT
crate also contains a VMIC VMIVME2532A
32 channel in/32 channel out TTL board for

the input of signals (polarization bits, trig-
gers, etc) into the event data, and passing out

status bits of the RT system. Finally, each of

the RT crates contains a CES VME/VSB bus
display module, VMDIS8004, which is used

to interrupt the RT processors with external
triggers and to show bus activity aiding in

setup/debugging/crash analysis.

2.1.3 Determination of the VME

Components

The VME system was developed with the
intent to interface with the existing CA-
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MAC data readout hardware. The CAMAC

readout is controlled by A-2 type CAMAC

crate controllers. Only two types of VME-

CAMAC interfaces to the A-2 controller exist

on the market, a unit made by Creative Elec-

tronics Systems (CES) located in Switzer-

land, and one made by BiRa located in New

Mexico. The CES interface was developed at

CERN and BiRa is marketing an interface

developed at FermiLab. The FermiLab in-

terfaces o�er several enhanced features over

the CES product for about 2/3 the cost. The

most notable feature of the BiRa interfaces

that is not available in the CES product is the
capability to execute a list of CAMAC com-
mands and to bu�er the CAMAC data into
local memory. A VME real-time processor
then reads out the data from the CAMAC

interface via the VSB bus (a VME Subsys-
tem Bus extension). This list processing into
local memory feature of the BiRa interfaces
allow for simultaneous and non-interfering
readout of several CAMAC branches (each

branch controlled by a di�erent BiRa inter-
face). Given the amount of CAMAC data
expected to be generated in the 50GeV ex-
periments, it is only by running several CA-
MAC branches in parallel that we can expect

to approach the design goals of 1MBytes=s.
For this reason, the BiRa interface was chosen
to implement the CAMAC interfaces in the

VME DAQ.

There are many processor boards available,
most built around the Motorola 68000 series

of processors. We choose the Motorola pro-
duced processor board because of the com-

bined features of separate embedded pro-
cessor control of each I/O bus (SCSI, VME,

Ethernet, etc), use of the 33 MHz 68040 pro-

cessor, and the VSB bus interface. This pro-
cessor board with the VSB bus interface, the

MVME166, is a modi�cation of Motorola's
MVME167 board (to add the VSB interface).

The MVME167 boards are used at SLAC

in the MCC machine protection system and

the experience with these boards has been

good. In addition, the CAMAC interfaces

we are planning to use were developed using

Motorola processor boards (the MVME165,

and older version of the MVME166). We

were thus assured that there would be no

di�erences in how the VSB bus is handled

that might cause problems interfacing the pro-

cessor boards and the CAMAC drivers.

We chose the VMEexec real-time operating

system for the DAQ based on several consid-

erations. VMEexec contains built in driver
support of a number of peripheral devices

and is built around the pSOS+ real-time ker-
nel. In a benchmarking study conducted by
SSC [4] in 1991, the pSOS+ kernel compared
favorably with other real-time kernels (Vx-
Works, VRTX32, LynxOS, and PDOS; Vx-

Works and pSOS+ were comparable and both
generally better than the other real-time ker-
nels). A measure of the real-time perform-
ance of a kernel is indicated by the length
of time it takes the kernel to respond to a

hardware interrupt (interrupt latency) and
by the length of time it takes the kernel to
switch between software processes (context
switching). pSOS+ advertises (veri�ed by
the SSC study) an interrupt latency of 6 mi-

croseconds and a context switching time of

13 microseconds on a 68040 based processor
board running at 33 MHz clock frequency.
This o�ered a signi�cant improvement over

the VAXeln based Qbus system which had 15

and 200 microsecond times for these meas-
urements. pSOS+ is used in the MCC ma-

chine protection system where the experience
and opinion of pSOS+ is very good. Also,

VMEexec is available for less than half the
cost of VxWorks.

The real-time processor boards, UNIX de-
velopment platform, VMEexec real-time op-
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erating system, and the FDDI interface form a

tightly coupled integrated package. Motorola

provides both technical and maintenance sup-

port for these components. This support is

based locally (in Sunnyvale) and easily ac-

cessible. The technical support includes both

software development and implementation of

the hardware. Test facilities are also avail-

able at Motorola's local o�ce. This support

also extends to interfacing the Motorola pro-

cessor board and VMEexec with other mod-

ules. The engineering sta� at Motorola's local

o�ce have provided us with invaluable assist-

ance during the initial setup of the VME sys-
tem.

The remaining RT components (32 bit I/O,
reective memory, and bus diagnostic dis-
plays) were selected to �ll particular needs of
the DAQ. The VMIC VMIVME5550 reect-
ive memorymodules allow data to be shipped

from the remote and local crates to the Unix
VME crate for logging without CPU interven-
tion and without interfering with data trans-
port along the VME and VSB back planes.
The ESA DAQ system makes use of TTL

levels to control aspects of the data acquisi-
tion (pedestal, calibration, real, etc) and to
reect the operations of the real-time pro-
cessor (computer busy, logging, etc). The
VMIC VMIVME2532A provides su�cient in-

put and output channels to accommodate

these TTL levels. The CERN developed
MVDIS8004 modules from CES handle ex-
ternal interrupting of the RT processors, and

provide a visual display of operations on the

VME and VSB busses to help in understand-
ing system performance and aid in diagnosing

system hangs/crashes.

The overall intent of this system design was

to ensure that each component be capable
of handling the desired data rate, and that

interactions between the components do not

adversely impact this rate. Careful exam-

ination of the VME and component boards

timing speci�cations lead us to believe that,

subject to the limitations imposed by the

slow CAMAC bus, this system should be able

to handle data rates well in excess of the

1MByte=s design rate. A discussion of the

expected and actual performance of this sys-

tem follows.

2.1.4 Real-Time DAQ Software

As has been noted, the Real-Time operat-

ing system is built using VMEexec. Figure

3 gives a block diagram of the interrupt ser-

vice routines (ISRs) and process modules that
comprise the DAQ RT software. Each box in

this diagram is a separate process running un-
der the VMEexec pSOS+ kernel and commu-
nicates with the other processes using kernel
supplied signaling mechanisms and message
queues. All processes have access to all of the

physical memory in the VME system, so that
shared memory sections are easily implemen-
ted by passing the starting address and length
of these sections to all processes that need ac-
cess to these data areas (this is true for both

ISRs and process modules). The diagram is
arranged so that higher priority processes are
closer to the kernel, that is, the ISRs have
higher priority than the DAQ RT processes
and CAMD and MEMM have higher prior-

ity than the other DAQ RT processes. Each

of the CPUs in the RT system is running an
identical set of these processes. These CPUs
coordinate their activities and communicate

with each other via ags and data bu�ers in

the reective memory modules.

In response to an experiment trigger the

Real-Time software executes a list of CA-

MAC and VME operations and transfers de-

tector data from read-out electronics into

event bu�ers in the reective memory mod-
ules. This list of CAMAC and VME opera-

tions is con�gured from a data base setup �le.
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The type of module and operation to be per-
formed are stored in this setup �le. The Real-
Time software reads this �le (when the Real-
Time system is loaded and also in response

to a \read data base" command) to set up
its internal data base of operations (initializ-
ation operations, trigger types, and the list of
operations to be carried out for each trigger.
Changes in the type and operation of the read-

out electronics are then easily accommodated
by the Real-Time system by simply changing

the setup �le and reloading it.

The functions of the individual Real-Time
processes and ISRs are as follows (listed in

order of decreasing priority):

� Interrupt Service Routines

timerISR: This routine provides

elapsed time interrupts with a

resolution of 50�s. The VMEexec
kernel provides the standard UNIX

timing with a 10ms time resolution

which is insu�cient for Real-Time

needs. This ISR is connected to

a timer on the VMEchip2 which

increments at 1�s intervals. A

shared memory data structure is

implemented through which the

Real-Time processes can request

that they be signaled by this ISR

after a speci�ed time interval

expires. This data structure has

room to contain several outstand-

ing signal requests from di�erent

processes.

vmeISR: This routine is connected to

the interrupt on the CES VM-

DIS8004 module. It signals the ap-
propriate Real-Time process, usu-
ally CAMD, when an experiment
trigger is received. The Real-Time
process to be signaled is speci�ed in

its con�guration data structure.

vsbISR: This routine is connected to
the VSB bus interrupt. It queries
the devices on the VSB bus (the
BiRa 1711s) to determine which one
has generated the interrupt. This
routine then signals the appropri-

ate Real-Time process as set in its
con�guration data structure (if the
system is in data taking mode then
CAMD is the process speci�ed in
this structure, otherwise CAM is

usually the speci�ed process).

vmeISRn: This is a set of four routines

(vmeISR0 though vmeISR3) which
are connected to the four interrupts

on the reective memory module.
These interrupts are used to sig-

nal some kind of change in the re-

ective memory (e.g. end of data
write or new message data) and to

synchronize the Real-Time CPUs.
Each of these routines signals the

appropriate Real-Time process as
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speci�ed in their con�guration data

structures.

� Real-Time Processes

CAMD: This process waits on a trigger

(signal from vmeISR) and starts the

BiRa 1711 CAMAC interfaces pro-

cessing their CAMAC lists. It then

reads event data from VME devices

(the ash ADCs) and waits for the

BiRa interfaces to signal completion

of CAMAC processing (through the

vsbISR). This process then trans-

fers the CAMAC data from the
BiRa 1711s to local memory and
signals MEMM that there is data

ready to be transferred to the re-
ective memory. Finally this pro-
cess resets the BiRa 1711s and waits
for the next trigger. This routine
keeps diagnostic statistics on both
its operation and the performance of

the read-out electronics (hardware
errors, data overows, etc).

MEMM: This process waits for a sig-
nal from CAMD that there is event
data to be moved into the reect-
ive memory. The Local and Re-
mote VME crates synchronize the
packaging of the event into bu�ers

in the reective memorymodule via
ags and pointers also located in

the reective memory module. This

routine keeps diagnostic statistics
on its operation.

OFEJOB: This process is the main

DAQ RT process and is started �rst
by the kernel. It registers all ISRs

with the kernel and sets up and ini-

tializes all shared data areas. The
VME and VSB devices are also ini-

tialized in this process. This pro-
cess then waits for the remaining

processes to be started by the kernel

and communicates the location of

shared data areas to all processes.

After all Real-Time processes are

running, OFEJOB drops into the

background and only handles mes-

sage passing between the Real-Time

crates though the reective memory

(one of the vmeISRn routines is

con�gured to wake OFEJOB when

messages are pending in the reect-

ive memory).

OFEMSERV: This process handles

TCP/IP messages. It creates a
connection to a network message

server (netServ, which is described
in a later section) and waits on
messages directed to the Real-Time
processes. It receives these mes-
sages and either acts on them or

forwards them to CAM for pro-
cessing. All replies to the network
from the Real-Time system pass
though OFEMSERV. This routine
also gathers the diagnostic statistics

from CAMD and MEMM to form
an \overview" of the performance
of the Real-Time system and read-
out electronics. This overview is
transmitted to the experiment con-

trol process for display.

CAM: This process reads in via the net-

work a list of CAMAC and VME
data sources from a data base setup

�le. From this list, it then sets up

the CAMAC operation lists for the
BiRa 1711s. CAM also performs
single CAMAC operations through

the BiRa 1711 interfaces (CAMAC

module initialization and CAMAC
operation requests received from

the network). Prior to beginning a

data taking run, this process con-
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�gures the BiRa 1711s with the ap-

propriate CAMAC list for the oper-

ations to be performed for each trig-

ger during that run.

2.1.5 Real-Time DAQ Performance

In general terms, the VME based DAQ sys-

tem performed quite well. The combination of

the VME hardware and VMEexec Real-Time

Kernel proved to be a very stable platform.

There were no DAQ crashes caused by operat-

ing system problems, and there were no VME

associated hardware failures during the exper-

iment (CAMACmodule failures where expec-
ted and provided for). Performance of system
as measured by the maximum data through-
put rate was, for �xed CAMAC length trans-

fers (test data), approximately 750KBytes=s.
The system was not able to support data rates
at the design goal of 1MBytes=s due to the
performance of the CAMAC branch and inter-
face part of the VME DAQ system as detailed

below. During normal conditions with vary-
ing event sizes, the maximum data rate was
approximately 680KBytes=s. The reduction
in rate with respect to that seen with �xed
event size is mainly due to the following: The
accelerator produces electron bunches spaced

8:3ms apart. If a large event takes 8:3ms
or more to be transferred from CAMAC, the
trigger from the following beam pulse is sup-
pressed. This adds, at a minimum, an addi-

tional 8:3ms (the time until the next electron

bunch) of deadtime into the DAQ system, re-
ducing the overall maximum data rate.

The performance of the various software
and hardware components are detailed below:

Software: During E154, the only prob-

lems with the Real-Time software portion of
the DAQ system occurred when the amount

of data read in from each spectrometer branch
neared or exceeded 5000 bytes per branch

while trying to run at 120 events per second.

Under these conditions, the Remote and Local

VME CPUs could lose synchronization and

either start mis-building events (Local crate

data from one event combined with Remote

crate data from a previous or following event)

or the system busy would not be cleared be-

cause of a \race condition" where each VME

crate was expecting the other to clear the sys-

tem busy. Both of these situations could be

cleared by issuing a \Pause" command from

the controlling program and normal data ac-

quisition would be resumed. However, if the

volume of data remains high, the Local and

Remote VME crates will continue to lose syn-
chronization. Because most of the data under
these conditions were due to noise in the de-
tectors that made physics analysis extremely
di�cult, the data rate was usually limited by

lowering the beam current to levels where de-
tector noise was tolerable and consequently
these synchronization problems did not occur.

FDDI Interface for data logging: The
FDDI interface is controlled by a process
running on one of the CPU boards in the
UNIX VME crate. This process takes data

from the reective memory and transmits it
via the FDDI interface to the remote logging
job. Placing the FDDI interface in a separ-
ate VME crate from the Real-Time system
avoided possible VME data bus contention

problems between the Real-Time processes
(moving data to/from the reective memory)

and the process controlling the FDDI inter-

face (moving data from the reective memory
to the FDDI interface). This module and the

connected network/workstations had no di�-
culty in handling data rates on the order of

2MBytes=s and consequently had no impact
on the VME Real-Time performance.

Reective memory link: Under test
data simulation, the maximum rate of data

transfer via the reective memory link was

1:4MBytes=s. This was lower than the ex-
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pected rate of 5MBytes=s. The reect-

ive memory modules transmit data on their

private bus at di�erent speeds depending on

the length of this bus (length of cable between

modules). In the initial DAQ design, the

modules were expected to be able to run at

their 5MBytes=s data rate. When the ac-

tual system was assembled, the cable lengths

for the reective memory bus were longer

than originally planned due to a change in

the VME crate location imposed by electron-

ics needs (to minimize signal cable lengths

from sensitive detectors). Consequently, the

5MBytes=s rate could not be used and the
modules were con�gured to run in their
2:5MBytes=smode. The observed rate is less
than 2:5MBytes=s due to CPU overhead to
process the data and \handshaking" between

the Local and Remote crates on the reective
memory bus. While 1:4MBytes=s is above
the design goal, this did reduce the safety
margins signi�cantly and required that the
rest of the system perform optimally to en-

sure a maximum rate of 1MBytes=s.

CAMAC interfaces: CAMAC created
the major bottleneck in the DAQ system in
achieving the designed goal of 1MBytes=s.

This is due to the following reasons: The
CAMAC speci�cation implies that it takes
2:0�s to transmit 16 bits of data between a

single crate and the CAMAC branch control-
ler. However, this time signi�cantly increases

for successive crates in a multi-crate system,
increasing to as much as 3:8�s per 16 bits

data for a fourth or �fth crate on the system.
Unfortunately each crate in the E154 system

generated approximately the same amount of
data so that the order of the connection of the

crates to the BiRa 1711 could not be used to

minimize data transfer times. If there are, for
example, 2000 words of data in one branch, it

takes approximately 6ms to transfer that data
to the VME system in a multicrate setup |

30% longer than for the same amount of data

in a single CAMAC crate.

The BiRa VME/CAMAC interfaces that

were used to control the E154 CAMAC

branches can be operated in two di�erent

modes. In the �rst mode, the 1711 stops pro-

cessing its list of operations and interrupts

the controlling CPU after each CAMAC op-

eration is completed. The controlling CPU

can then read a word count register to de-

termine the number of data words transferred

into the 1711 by that operation, transfer the

data from the 1711 memory to local data buf-

fers, and restart the list processing of the
1711. In the second mode, the 1711 carries
out a number of CAMAC operations, stor-
ing data is separate prede�ned regions of its

memory. After a predetermined number of
operations, the 1711 stops list processing and
interrupts its controlling CPU. The number of
data words transferred for each CAMAC op-
eration is not stored, instead the controlling

CPU must scan the data as it is transferred
out of the 1711 to determine where each block
of data ends. The controlling CPU then re-
sumes the list processing of the 1711. For
both of these modes, the transfer of data out

of the 1711 can be done while the 1711 is pro-
cessing the next item (or items) in its list,
if the list is constructed in such a way that

di�erent regions of 1711 memory are being
used. Obviously, in the �rst mode of oper-

ation the transfer of the data from the 1711
is faster than in the second mode where some

logic test must be carried out on each word
of data transferred. However, the �rst mode

of operation generates more interrupts to the
controlling CPU, possibly hampering other

activity that the CPU must carry out (such

as transfer of data to reective memory). If
the CPU is controlling more than one BiRa

1711, the interleaving of interrupts and data
transfers for each 1711, coupled with the ker-
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nel overhead to process each interrupt, can

make the �rst mode of operation less e�cient

than the second. This was in fact observed

for this DAQ system where �scal constraints

required that only one CPU board could be

used to control both 1711 interfaces in the Re-

mote VME crate. Because of this, the 1711s

were operated in the second mode. This resul-

ted in lower 1711 to VME event bu�er trans-

fer rates than originally expected.

These two factors, CAMAC data transfer

speed and 1711 operation mode, contributed

to a signi�cantly reduced data rate from what

was originally designed.

2.1.6 Planned Improvements

Since the major bottleneck in the VME based

DAQ system is the performance of the CA-
MAC branches and interfaces, improvement
in performance can only be achieved by in-
creasing the speed at which data can be read
out of the CAMAC based electronics. One

way to speed up the read out of the CA-
MAC branches is to place a second VME
CPU board in the Remote VME crate so that
each BiRa 1711 CAMAC interface would be
controlled by a separate CPU. This would al-

low each CAMAC branch to operate in a par-
allel fashion. However this is quite expens-
ive, not only in terms of the cost of the addi-

tional CPU board, but in terms of the com-
plexity in the software introduced in trying

to keep three VME CPU boards synchron-
ized. Fortunately, the bulk of the CAMAC

data is contained in modules that support
a faster readout bus | an ECL based bus.

This bus operates separately from the CA-
MAC data bus and can transfer data at up to

20 times the rate of the CAMAC bus. This

bus can be connected directly to a memory
module in the VME crate and data trans-

ferred to it without any control from the VME
CPU. While the existing VME CPU is read-

ing data from the non-ECLbus CAMACmod-

ules via the 1711s, the bulk of the CAMAC

data is transmitted independently to a VME

memory module via this ECL bus. After the

transmission of the data over the ECL bus is

complete, the VME CPU can quickly trans-

fer that data into its event bu�er. The im-

plementation of the ECL bus costs only one

third that of an additional VME CPU and re-

quires no software changes since the existing

software, through its setup data base as de-

scribed earlier, already handles the addition

of new VME data sources such as the VME

memory module used by the ECL bus. Be-
cause of the low cost and ease of implement-
ation, the ECL bus will be used to boost the
DAQ performance for E155. It is anticipated
that this change will eliminate the CAMAC

bottleneck for E155 and allow the system to
operate at rates in excess of 1MBytes=s.

2.1.7 Support for Parasitic/Test Ex-

periments

Between �xed target runs, when the Elec-
tron Accelerator is being used for running the
e + e� colliding beam experiment (SLD), it
is possible to run specialized experiments in

the End Station A. Photons given o� by the
electrons in the primary beam are converted
into electrons which can be directed down the
A-line into End Station A. This provides a

very low intensity beam (about 1 electron per

beam pulse) in the End Station. E146 used
such a beam in a very successful investigation

of the LPM e�ect (see [5]). Because of the
success of E146, other experiments have been

proposed using this low intensity beam (cur-
rent users are SLAC's Radiation Physics de-

partment, and the GLAST collaboration [6]).
Because the Remote VME crate in the DAQ

system is �xed in one of the detector huts used

for E154 and E155, a second Remote VME
crate has been implemented to allow the VME
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based DAQ system to be used by these low

intensity beam experiments. This second Re-

mote VME crate can be placed in a conveni-

ent location for the low intensity beam exper-

iment. Both of these Remote VME crates are

identical in operation so that the same soft-

ware can be used on both. The Local VME

crate's reective memory network is connec-

ted to the appropriate Remote VME crate

to complete the DAQ system. Di�erences

in CAMAC and VME data sources between

E154/5 and these low intensity beam exper-

iments are already handled in the DAQ soft-

ware by way of the database setup �le that is
loaded when the DAQ system is started.

In addition to the VME based DAQ system,
we have also assembled a standalone, port-
able VMS/Q-Bus based DAQ system. This
system can be easily relocated as needed and
requires only an EtherNet connection to al-

low for control and data logging. The details
of this system will be discussed in a later sec-
tion as much of its software is based on the
Data Server software elements discussed in
the next sections. This system can provide

DAQ support for small experiments in ESA
and other beam lines. Its maximum data
handling capability is about 2000Bytes=s at
a trigger rep-rate of 30Hz. This DAQ system
like the VME based system, uses a database

setup �le to con�gure its CAMAC operations
and provides a exible DAQ platform.

2.2 Description of Data

This data acquisition (DAQ) handles three
types of data: event, non-event, and com-
mand/synchronization. Non-event data is a

block of data which usually describes the

status of a subsystem which is part of the
experiment, e.g. spectrometer magnets and

power supplies. Some non-event data is a col-

lection of numbers, read from various sources

and grouped for convenience. The �rst two

data types are packed into tape record sized

blocks and are logged to tape. In this section

we describe the data ow, the structure of the

packed blocks of data, and the structure of the

event data.

2.2.1 Data Flow

A block diagram of the data ow is shown

in Figure 4. In this �gure the direction of

data ow is indicated with the use of arrow

heads. Hence, if data can ow in both direc-

tions along a particular line, then the arrow

heads are drawn on both ends of that line.
Note that the data which is logged to tape
ows in one direction only. Command and
synchronization data ow, typically, in both

directions.
As was described earlier, all VME crates

are \linked" with a reectivememory network

which is used to share data. Data read by
the real-time processor in the Remote crate
is placed in the reective memory module
in that VME crate. The reective memory
module transmits this data at approximately

2:5Mbytes=s to the Local crate where it is
combined with beam data, and the complete
event is then available for logging in the Unix
VME crate. In Figure 4. the ow of com-
mands and other synchronizing data is shown

with dashed lines. All commands originate in

the Monitoring & Control subsystem which is
described below. The Monitoring & Control
subsystem also sends non-event data to the

local data server for logging to tape.

The local data server job packs the event
and non-event data into tape record sized

blocks and sends these blocks to the remote

data server job via a FDDI network connec-

tion for logging to tape. Figure 4 shows that

there are two links between the local and re-
mote data servers. One of these links is used

to send data for logging, the other is used
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to exchange messages/commands. The local

and remote data servers were designed with

separate data and message links so that if the

remote data server can not keep up with the

data rate, it can block the data link while still

being able to send and receive commands and

messages. All commands to be executed by

either data server are sent fromMonitoring &

Control subsystem to the local data server via

netServ, a program which facilitates message

exchanging between various parts of the DAQ

via network. NetServ is described in more

details below. Commands executed by the

local data server are acknowledged directly
by sending a reply via netServ. Commands
to be executed by the remote data server are
forwarded via the message link. In Figure
4 a one way message link is shown between

remote data server and netServ. This link
is used to acknowledge commands issued by
the Monitoring & Control subsystem which
are processed in the remote data server. The
local data server also sends a sample of the

event data to analysis jobs for online data
processing. Data is sent to analysis jobs on
request only.

The remote data server receives data blocks
and commands from the local data server. It

writes the data blocks to a disk �le previously
opened and cataloged with the SLAC staging

system in response to a begin run command.
When an end run command is received this

�le is closed and a new �le is opened and cata-
loged with the staging system. Finally, when

the close tape command is received a staging
command is issued to write a list of disk �les

to a speci�ed silo tape. At this point the sta-

ging system mounts the tape and starts the
transfer of data from disk to tape and the re-

mote data server is ready to open next disk
�le and continue writing data to disk.

Data
link

CAMAC
& VME

Online
Analysis

Event Data

Real-Time
Processor

Non-event
data

NetServ

Reflective
memory

Local

Data
Server

Local Data
Storage

Message
link

Remote
Data
Server

CAMAC

Monitoring
& Control

Staging

Pool
Silo Tapes

Figure 4: Data Flow Diagram

2.2.2 Data Structure

Tape Blocks

A �le on disk or on tape constitutes one ex-

perimental run. Each �le consists of a num-
ber of data blocks which correspond to tape
records. The �rst block of data in each �le,

called an extended run label, contains an AS-
CII coded null terminated string. This string

consists of information needed to describe the
internal representation of the data as it is

written to tape. Since an o�ine analysis job
\knows" what processor it is running on, it

uses the information in the extended run la-
bel to decide if the data needs to be trans-

formed into the \native" data representation

of that processor. Online analysis jobs do not
need the information in the extended run la-

bel since each network message they receive is
fully described, this includes information on
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data representation.

All other data blocks in each �le on tape

contain packed data, either event or non-

event, or both. Non-event data could be

either short labels or blocks of monitoring

data such as scalers, high voltages, spectro-

meter magnets, some constants, etc. The

structure of these blocks is shown in Figure 5.

The �rst two integers, each four bytes long,

are the run number and the record number.

The last two integers in the block, each four

bytes long, are a check sum and the run num-

ber. In the past when the data was written to

9 track magnetic tapes the check sum was cal-
culated for each tape record to assure data in-

tegrity. Modern magnetic tape drives perform
ECC thus obviating the need for check sum
calculation. To preserve compatibility, this
check sum, although no longer used, is still
part of the data structure. The actual data

is preceded by a four byte data descriptor
which consists of the data length in bytes and
data type | an integer value which identi�es
this data uniquely. The \Any Data" in Fig-
ure 5 can be either event or non-event data.

The structure of the non-event data is not de-
scribed here since it can vary from experiment
to experiment.

Note that in Figures 5, 6, and 7 the bytes of
data are numbered right to left which is more
akin to the VAX/VMS data representation as

compared to the Unix data representation.

Event Data

As already stated above, the \Any Data"

part in Figure 5 could represent event data.

Event data is really an aggregate which con-

sists of at least one of the following: beam

data, spectrometer A data, or spectrometer B
data, these are called event data components.

The event data is composed of up to three of

these components, each consisting of a four

.....

Run number

Run number

Record number

0123 byte

type 1 length 1

type 2 length 2

Any

Data

Any

Data

type n length n

Any

Data

checksum

Figure 5: Tape Block Structure

0123

Spect. A

byte

Data

Beam

Data

spect. A type spect. A length

beam type beam length

Spect. A

Data

spect. A type spect. A length

Figure 6: Event Data Structure
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.....
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A+16+8

A+20+8

A+16+8(n-1)
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First IO data

descriptor

interrupt number
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number of IO’sstats new

type nL ndata offset n
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input register

type 1L 1data offset 1

data length 1CSR 1

type 2L 2data offset 2

data length 2CSR 2

First IO data block which is

(data length 1) number of

bytes long.

Second IO data block which is

(data length 2) number of

bytes long.

nth IO data block which is

(data length n) number of

bytes long.

A+(header length)+(data offset n)

Figure 7: Event Component Data Structure
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byte data descriptor followed by the actual

component data. This is shown in Figure 6.

The structure of the actual data for any of

the three components is shown in Figure 7.

It consists of an event data header, a list of

IO descriptors, and a list of data blocks. The

event header is sixteen bytes long and consists

of the following �elds:

interrupt number: an unsigned integer

value sequence number for this event

data. This value is the same in each

component of the event data.

header length: the length in bytes of the
event header and the IO list.

data length: the number of bytes of the
event data. This value is the sum of the

data length in each IO descriptor (see be-
low).

input register: contains 32 bit information

input via a hardware device, these in-
clude the beam polarization information.

number of IO's: speci�es how many IO op-
erations were performed.

new: bit 0 in this �eld should always be 1,
a value of 0 indicates stale data. The re-
maining bits 1 through 7 are used by the

data unpacking routines in the analysis

job to communicate presence of abnor-
mal conditions in the event data to the

data analysis routines.

stats: consists of eight status bits. Bit 0

when set marks an event as truncated

because it exceeded the maximum bu�er
size. The remaining bits 1 through 7 are

reserved for future use by the real-time

programs.

Each IO operation performed during data

acquisition is summarized in the correspond-

ing IO descriptor which consists of the follow-

ing �elds:

type: contains a unique integer value which

is used to chose the appropriate data de-

coder when the data is being analyzed.

L: speci�es the data word length for each IO

which is used to properly transform the

data internal representation if needed.

data o�set: used to locate the start of data

for this IO within the event data.

data length: speci�es number of bytes of
data read in this IO. Note that for a
nondata-transfer IO this �eld would be

0 and there would be no corresponding
data block.

CSR: contains bits which reect the status
of the IO operation performed; the bit
assignment is IO device dependent.

2.3 Networking Protocol

As the computing environment moved from
a single computer to a cluster of networked
units, the data acquisition used in ESA exper-

iments was periodically redesigned to parallel
this trend. In the mid 1980's we moved from a

single computer based DAQ to a distributed
DAQ. The �rst distributed version was mod-

est in scope, only the online analysis part was
moved from the VAX11/780, which was then

our main computer, to two VS2000 worksta-
tions. The connection between these analysis

workstations and the main part of the DAQ

was implemented via DECnet. At that time
we formalized the concept of a virtual net-

work connection or virtual link. The virtual
link concept was implemented as:
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� a standardized way of packaging network

messages (datagrams) which includes

source and destination \addresses".

� a general purpose network server, called

netServ.

� a standardized networking inquiry and

handshaking protocol.

� a set of command codes to be used by

cooperating clients and servers.

The network server, netServ, establishes it-

self as a well known network object (TCP

port in later versions) and accepts requests
for connections from client programs. When a
connection or link is established between a cli-
ent and netServ, the client is given an identi-

fying number. A client sends messages on its
link to netServ. The destination address de-
termines whether a message is processed by
netServ or is forwarded to the appropriate cli-
ent. At any time a client can request that

netServ broadcast a message to all other cli-
ents currently connected to this server. Most
clients connect to netServ with the purpose
of exchanging information with another cli-
ent, with netServ serving as an intermedi-

ary. In this case a client, after establishing
the connection with netServ, asks that an ID
query message be broadcast to all other cli-
ents. Only one client process responds to the

requesting client by sending a reply addressed

to the requesting client. This reply is forwar-
ded by netServ to proper destination. When

the requesting client receives the reply, both
clients then have established a virtual link and

can exchange messages with each other via
netServ.

One of the major bene�ts of the virtual link
concept is that the code for creating and main-

taining a link is standardized and is located

in a general purpose library. The programs
which wish to exchange data can be easily

given the capacity to use a virtual link by call-

ing a few standard routines. This keeps the

coding simple. The standard routines used in

the ESA environment for this purpose allow

creating links, establishing a virtual connec-

tion, maintaining the virtual connection, rees-

tablishing the virtual connection should it get

broken, waiting for messages with an optional

timeout, sending or receiving messages, main-

taining the link with netServ, and reestablish-

ing the link should it get broken. However,

this scheme is not suitable for two programs

that need to exchange large volumes of data

since the overhead due to sending the data via
netServ is not negligible. In such a case one of
the programs is coded as a network server the
other as a client. Such server - client pairs
can exchange data with maximum e�ciency

because no intermediary, like netServ, is in-
volved in the process. Some of the processes
used in both the local and remote data server
jobs are coded as network servers. These are
described below.

Another network server, mserv, was coded
to control two Metheus 
300 graphic dis-

play devices which are interfaced to the
Qbus of our VAX4000.300 computer through
DRV11W cards. Mserv accepts TCP con-
nections from a number of clients and paints
the data received from a client on a speci�ed

unit, which could be one of the two display
devices. This display subsystem was integ-

rated into the DAQ. The DAQCntrl control

program, described below, establishes itself
as the only client of mserv and sends exper-
iment overview data to mserv to be painted

on both units for experiment monitoring.

2.4 Data Servers

A data server job consists of a parent and

a number of child processes. It performs

two main tasks: it moves data from an in-
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put device to an output device and it serves

data to analysis jobs. The parent process
creates all interprocess communication struc-
tures, creates all child processes and enters
an in�nite loop. While in the in�nite loop it
maintains a log �le in which entries are made
from all processes in the job. It also waits

for any of its child processes to terminate in
which case it cleans up and terminates the
job. Child processes read and write the data
and handle communication with other parts
of the data acquisition system. A block dia-

gram of a typical data server job is shown
in Figure 8, where the round box represents
all three interprocess communication mech-

anisms used. A data server uses a number
of shared memory segments to share data,

semaphores to synchronize access to some re-
sources, and signals to alert the process being

signaled that some action is required.

The server job also makes sure that both

the event data and the non-event data are

written to tape in a consistent data repres-
entation which is in the native data format

of the processor on which the event data was
collected. In the case of E154 the data rep-

resentation is big endian and IEEE oating

data format. For E154 the non-event data ori-

ginated on a VAX computer and was trans-

formed to big endian and IEEE in the local

data server before it was packed into larger

blocks.

2.4.1 Data Server Architecture

A server job consists of a number of processes:

main loop, input, auxiliary input, output, dis-

play and analysis server. The actual con�gur-

ation of a server job is declared in a setup �le.

Several avors of input and output processes

are available, and it is relatively easy to add

new ones to the list if needed. Presently the
following avors exist:

� input from an archive device. This could
be a disk �le or magnetic tape.

� input from network device. This process
is a network server. This is the standard

input process in the remote data server.

� input frommemory and network devices.
This is the standard input process in the
local data server.

� auxiliary input from network of event
data with a network connection to net-
Serv. It gets event data via network

from a data source and puts the data
in a memory bu�er which can then be

read in by the input child process from

memory and network process. This pro-
cess is used in the local data server when
the event data is generated in the Port-

able VMS Front End described below.

An example of using this child process
can be found in section 2.7 and is shown

in Figure 10.

� output to an archive device. It writes to

a disk �le or magnetic tape.
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� output to an archive device with a net-

work connection to netServ. It writes to

a disk �le or magnetic tape. The network

connection is for command message ac-

knowledge. This is the standard output

process in the remote data server.

� output to a network device in units of

tape records. This is the standard output

process in the local data server. It sends

data blocks to the remote data server.

� analysis server process. Sends a fraction

of the available data to a number of con-

nected analysis jobs.

� output to a network device in units of

discrete spill data blocks. This process
can be used in a data server con�guration
where data is sent to an analysis type
job. The di�erence between using this
process and serving data to analysis jobs

with the analysis server process is that
this process accepts a single connection
only and will send all available data.

� diagnostic display process.

A basic property of the server is that it has
two multirecord data bu�ers, one for event
data and some messages and the other for

passing control messages. The data bu�er

can be con�gured to have a record size as
speci�ed in a setup data �le. This data buf-
fer record size becomes the maximum record

size on tape. The message bu�er has records

of �xed size of 10240 bytes long each. Data
from some input source (or sources) is put

into the data bu�er and written out from this
bu�er by an output process. Some avors of

the input process will pack data they read in

units of event or non-event data into tape re-
cord size blocks.

A setup �le is used, which is read at job ini-
tialization time, to con�gure the data server

to perform desired functions. Each child pro-

cess to be created is speci�ed in this �le. For

example, one can specify that an input child

process is to be created and which binary �le

should be used for that process. A number of

other parameters, which are used to tailer the

exact functions of the data server, can also be

speci�ed to override default values. In fact,

the setup �le is used to group appropriate a-

vors of child processes into a job to con�gure

either a local, remote, or a special purpose

data server. This is possible because each

data server starts with the same main process

which creates a well de�ned set of interpro-
cess communication structures. It is the set
of child processes which determines the exact
functions that the data server performs.

For E154 two data servers were con�gured.
One executes in a VME Unix processor and

is called the local data server. The other ex-
ecutes on an IBM RISC6000 computer which
is part of the SLAC data staging system and is
called the remote data server. The local data
server packs data into tape size blocks (typ-

ically 32K bytes long) and sends these blocks
via network (FDDI) to the remote data server
which writes the data to a staging disk pool.

2.4.2 Local Data Server

One of the VME Unix processors is used to
run a local data server job. The local data

server can be con�gured from a setup �le

to either send data for logging to the remote

data server or to log data locally to an Exa-
byte high density tape drive. In either case it

serves a fraction of the available data to ana-
lysis jobs for online data analysis. This server

is speci�ed in the setup �le to consist of the
following child processes:

� input - reads event data from (reect-
ive) memory and receives non-event data

from network.
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� output - sends data packed into tape re-

cord size blocks to the remote data server

via network.

� analysis server.

� diagnostic display.

2.4.3 Remote Data Server

This data server interacts with the SLAC sta-

ging system. It's input process is a network

server which accepts two network connections

from the output process of the local data

server. The data is passed from the local data

server to the input process of the remote data
server in units of tape record size blocks with
full handshaking on one of the two network
connections. As explained above this data
connection could be blocked by the remote

data server if its data bu�ers become full.
The other connection is used to pass \prior-
ity" commands and should never get blocked.
Some of these commands initiate interaction
with the staging system. All commands which
originate in the DAQCntrl get acknowledged

by the output process sending a \reply" mes-
sage to DAQCntrl via its connection with net-
Serv. This server is con�gured from the setup
�le to consist of the following child processes:

� input - gets data from the network device
(a network server).

� output - writes data to a disk �le, replies

to messages via netServ as needed.

2.4.4 Monitoring Data Servers

The data servers can be monitored in a few

ways. An interactive X11 graphic program,
scntrl described in section 2.8, allows viewing

the status of both the local and remote data
servers. Also a diagnostic display child pro-

cess can be run as part of either data server.

It shows the status of all processes in the data

server job, and allows displaying the status

of various bu�ers which are part of the data

server. Finally, DAQCntrl by periodically

sending requests for status information e�ect-

ively monitors both data servers, although the

information it obtains lacks details.

2.5 Experiment Monitoring and

Control

Several processes are used to monitor the

experimental hardware as well as the per-

formance of the DAQ and to control the
state of the DAQ. All of these processes ex-

ecute on VAX/VMS computers. Each process
creates a link with the designated netServ.
DAQCntrl is the interactive experiment con-
trol process and all remainingmonitoring pro-
cesses exchange messages with DAQCntrl via

virtual links. All monitoring processes report
error messages to DAQCntrl and DAQCntrl
sounds an alarm and displays the error mes-
sage. The following list describes these pro-
cesses:

DAQCntrl: an interactive X11 graphic con-
trol program allows an operator to
change the state of the DAQ. From this
program one can start and end a run,

mount and dismount a tape, change vari-
ous setup parameters, etc. It maintains

a log �le in which it records all control

and monitoring activities. It also main-
tains a record in a disk �le of which runs

are written to which tapes. It has a num-
ber of display windows which are used

to display various data from the shared
memory segments.

DAQJob: a non-interactive process that

periodically reads monitoring data from
a CAMAC branch such as High Voltage
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settings, scaler values, target paramet-

ers, etc. It stores these values in a num-

ber of shared memory segments (global

sections) making the data available to

DAQCntrl and other processes executing

on the same processor. It performs some

data correctness tests.

DAQMagb: a non-interactive program

which controls large power supplies used

to energize the spectrometer and other

magnets used in ESA. It controls the

power supplies by performing IO oper-

ations on Power Supply Control (PSC)

modules in a serial CAMAC branch.
This program accepts commands from
DAQMagi program, see below.

MCC: runs on a VAX computer in the Main
Control Center (MCC) area and snoops

the Main Control data base for data of
interest to the experiment. It sends the
data periodically to DAQCntrl via net-
Serv.

DAQHV: an interactive program used to

control the High Voltage settings in the
LeCroy 4032 HV system.

DAQSclr: an interactive program used to
view scaler data. The data is read by
DAQJob and is available to the DAQSclr

program via a shared memory segment.

This program can also be used to modify
the scaler setup data base.

DAQLV: an interactive program used to

view low voltage data, which includes
both CAMAC and NIM crate voltages

and assorted values read in with smart
analog monitor (SAM) CAMAC mod-

ules.

DAQMagi: an interactive program which is

used to control DAQMagb program. It

displays the current status of all de�ned

magnet systems. It also allows changing

the state of any de�ned magnet system.

A magnet system is a logical grouping of

a magnet, a power supply, and a PSC

module.

2.6 Online Data Analysis

The architecture of the data analysis job is

very similar to that of a data server. It con-

sists of a parent process (main loop) which

creates all interprocess communication struc-

tures and a number of child processes. The

parent process maintains a log �le, waits for

any of its child processes to terminate, and
analyzes the data which it �nds in the data
bu�ers. The job is con�gured from a setup
�le in which one can specify type and bin-
ary �le path for each child process to be cre-

ated. One also speci�es data source type and
the data source device name and other para-
meters. Similarly, one can specify data sink
type and device name. The simplest con�g-
uration of an online analysis job would con-

sist of the parent process, network client in-
put process, a display process, and a Physics
Analysis Workstation (PAW) process. Note
that the display process allows viewing vari-
ous \text" displays which typically are tables
of numerical values, while, PAW is used to

view histograms, etc. Other con�gurations

are possible and are used in o�ine data ana-
lysis. A block diagram of a typical online ana-
lysis job is shown in Figure 9.

2.7 Portable VMS Front End

A previously developed VMS-Qbus based

data acquisition was redesigned and integ-
rated with the ESA DAQ described in this

note. This VMS based DAQ is a two pro-
cess job which functionally replaces the Re-

mote VME Real-Time and Local VME Real-
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Figure 9: Block Diagram of an Online Ana-

lysis Job

Time boxes in Figure 1. It will be referred

to here as the VMS Front End. The �rst
of the two processes responds to an external
trigger, reads data from the CAMAC sub-
system, packages the event data, and makes
the data available to the second process via a

global section. The second process is a net-
work server which accepts a connection via a
TCP socket. When such a connection is es-
tablished with a client, the client can request
data which is sent to it via the net.

The local data server is run in a nonstand-

ard con�guration when used with the VMS
Front END. This is shown in a block diagram
in Figure 10. This nonstandard con�guration
di�ers from the standard con�guration as fol-

lows:

� the local data server instead of using

the reective memory for its data source,

uses a memory region in the processor's

memory.

� a new child process is added to the local
data server job. This process is a net-

work client and is labeled in the �gure

as \Auxiliary Input". It connects with
the VMS Front End server process and

Input
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Analysis
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Data
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Main
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Signals
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Network
Link

Figure 10: Local Data Server and the Port-
able VME Front End

obtains event data from it. This client
process also receives commands from the
monitor/control subsystem via netServ

which it passes to the VMS Front End.

The VMS Front End job can run on any
VMS computer with a Qbus. We have
four Qbus VAX/VMS computers in Counting
House A. One of these is VS3200, to which

we have interfaced a CAMAC subsystem via

a Jorway 411 interface. This computer and
the CAMAC setup can easily be moved to
locations di�cult to reach with the VME sub-

system. The only requirements for the VMS

Front End are for su�cient AC power and

an Ethernet connection. We have measured

that the DAQ in this con�guration can pro-
cess event data 2000bytes in size at a rate of

30Hz.

The VMS Front End job was developed to
provide DAQ services for test experiments to

be done either in ESA or other beam lines.
It will be a backup system for the test of the
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GLAST [6] detector, scheduled for early sum-

mer 1996.

The VMS Front End can be con�gured

from a setup data �le to be a network CA-

MAC server. In this con�guration a client

program could execute on some remote com-

puter, connect with this specially con�gured

CAMAC server, and perform CAMAC IO op-

erations. This makes CAMAC subsystems in-

terfaced to a VAX/VMS computer available

to a variety of other computing platforms.

2.8 DAQ Monitoring and Con-

trol

A number of software tools have been de-

veloped which allow monitoring the DAQ per-
formance as well as controlling it. These
are diagnostic tools and are not part of the
DAQ proper. The following list includes only
those programs which are reasonably general

in scope. That is, highly specialized test pro-
grams are excluded from this list.

smonx: an interactive X11 graphics network
server monitor program. It connects to

a speci�ed network server, obtains data
from the server, and presents the data
for viewing. The information obtained
shows a list of clients, the load each client
places on the server, etc.

ofecntrl: an interactive X11 graphics pro-

gram which can be used to monitor and

control the real-time part of the DAQ,

either the VME version or the portable

VMS one. This program can issue all
commands that DAQCntrl can, request

and display contents of various data buf-
fers, or request a single IO to be per-

formed on a CAMAC module in which
case it displays the results.

scntrl : an interactiveX11 graphics program
to monitor both the local and remote

data servers. It connects with the des-

ignated netServ server and establishes a

virtual link with the local data server. It

periodically gathers data from both serv-

ers to show the status of each process in

each server job and shows data ow rates

in various parts of each data server. It

can also show the status of the output

�les where the data is being written to.

It has limited control capability. From it

one can turn logging to tape on or o�,

put the servers in beam monitor or reg-

ular running state, etc.
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